High Performing Teams Intensive

Building Connection
& Achieving Results
Helping in-tact teams achieve greater focus and clarity. Teams with higher
levels of alignment and human connection via understanding one another’s
usual behaviour, interests and needs. Teams with an Action Plan.
Team Connection, Purpose, Clarity and Psychological

the three pillars of Purpose, Clarity, and Psychological

Safety are key to driving organisational results. No

Safety and explore three core aspects of The Birkman

matter your organisation’s current market and trading

Method - Usual Behaviour, Interests, and Needs, at both

circumstances ensuring your Teams are connected, clear

an individual and team level.

on their plan, and acting purposefully is crucial.

The High Performing Teams Intensive provides a

The Juno Institute is pleased to offer our clients and

complete framework with tools to drive awareness and

partners the Birkman High Performing Teams Intensive.

action, and enhance how Teams work together.

Throughout the Intensive participant teams will step off
Purpose = how this Team helps our organisation and its customers
Clarity = alignment between people, goals and tasks
Psychological Safety = an environment to challenge, test and learn

The Juno Institute’s additions to
the Birkman Intensive:
Teams function in a context and so to set-up the Intensive
in the right context Teams will spend time on ‘Human
Connection at Work’, Organisational level Purpose and
Values, and headline market challenges and current
trading conditions.
After the Intensive The Juno Institute offers a
complimentary Self-Leadership session to the Team’s
Leader (confidentially) to help ensure successful
implementation of the Action Plan that the Team has
developed.

Format of the Intensive
We recommend the Intensive run over two half days (5
hours per), or over four x 2.5 hour sessions. Both formats
allow sufficient time for ideas to generate, concepts to
land, and for adequate reflection between sessions

“

In a chance encounter, or was it, in 2012 I had the pleasure
of meeting Sharon Birkman-Fink, Dr Birkman’s daughter
and current CEO of Birkman International. That meeting
and discussion with Sharon set me on a learning and
research quest, and consequently I pursued Birkman
Certification later in 2012 into 2013. I like Birkman because

Why Teams should participate
in the Intensive
•

Build connection and trust

•

Create focus and alignment

•

Discover the work that engages team members using
their underlying motivations

•

Nurture the environment that best suits team

it acknowledges the individual and their underlying needs,
it respects difference and acknowledges that there is no
absolute truth. Birkman is not about labelling or colourcoding you. Birkman is about you understanding you, and
it’s about others understanding and working effectively
with you.
– Peter Godfrey
The Juno Institute’s Associate Director

members to optimise their performance
•

Uncover projects and initiatives that the team may not
naturally prioritise

•

Develop action plans to immediately start improving
team performance

Birkman Background
Dr Roger Birkman was a bomber pilot in World War 2,
and later a social psychologist, and a contemporary of

Participant Feedback
•
•

82% rated workshop relevance as “significantly

Abraham Maslow. He founded the Birkman Method which
has been used in progressive organisations by thoughtful
future oriented leaders for nearly seven decades.

above expectations”

“The Birkman method works because it looks at the

94% anticipate organizational change as a result of

potential of each individual in relationship to others,

this workshop
•

96% rated content “above expectations”

•

96% rated overall workshop satisfaction “above
expectations”

both as person-to-person and person-to-team to help
identify the powerful underlying needs and strengths
that shape our performance and commitment to work...
With self-awareness you can know your strengths,
see your value, and learn how to reach comfort and
fulfillment in being exactly who you truly are.” The
Birkman Method 2013

